Spirit of Balinese Local Heroes Transformed into Puppets Show on YouTube as ELT Media for Building Students' Character
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Abstract

Balinese Local Heroes should be role models for all children around Bali. The spirit of the heroes is full of positive characters. Those characters are essential in building a good personality in every single kid. This study aims to analyze Balinese local heroes' effect into puppets show on Youtube as ELT media for building students' character. The research was designed as a qualitative study. The data taken from the observed interaction at the puppets showed on YouTube that students watched. The obtained data were students' and parent's data interviews and questionnaires. The study results showed that Balinese Local Heroes' spirit transformed into puppet shows on YouTube affected students accurately because the media was engaging. Some character values were affected, willingness to sacrifice, bravery, defense of truth and justice, noble, responsible, and patriotic. The social function of all of the values was essential. The values transformed into a positive attitude in social life. The student became a good helper to the people who need help. They clean the environment without any intention and have a responsibility to do their duty as a student.
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Introduction

English Language Teaching (ELT) has undergone fundamental changes. Learning English today cannot be separate from the influence of technology, especially the internet (Anand et al., 2020). These changes affect fundamental changes to the methods, strategies, techniques, media, and resources of learning English. Learning resources are used mainly through the internet, so that the media used is mostly text, audio-visual, and teaching aids that are accessed via the internet (Pandya, 2016). The internet provides various engaging learning media to be more enthusiastic, especially more enthusiastic in English learning. One of them can be accessed via YouTube. YouTube is a website that shares videos containing various engaging content as a medium for learning English. Teachers are starting to switch from using conventional techniques, strategies, or methods to digital or online teaching methods, one of which is via YouTube (Anugerah et al., 2019; Nasution, 2019). By using the YouTube site, students only need to access videos shared via YouTube by the teacher. Then students can be trained in the four primary skills in learning English, such as listening, reading, and speaking, and writing, so that the use of YouTube as a learning medium is perfect for English learning (Hakim, 2019).

Learning English through YouTube is very good because there are various English learning content on this site, especially learning English for children (Saiful, 2019). Audio-
visual-based learning media have recently become more attractive to children. Audio-visual-based learning media, in the form of video, besides being more attractive, will also stimulate the child's five senses to develop more (Maulina, 2017; Rakiyah, 2014; Winarto et al., 2020). The sense of sight, most of the hearing, is directly affected by the content contained in the YouTube video. So for English language learning, video media via YouTube is very good and effective. Besides, children are excellent imitators (Rustan, 2020; Suhana, 2018). So it will be effortless to introduce and teach children a second language, especially this foreign language or English. Learning English is developing four primary skills, namely listening, reading, speaking, and writing. Listening and reading are abilities that individuals must possess to receive or obtain information. Conversely, speaking and writing are the ability to provide or transfer information. So it is perfect if these four skills can be developed by learning through YouTube.

Furthermore, English skills can be developed through YouTube media, but it can also be accompanied by immersion in character education through story content or storytelling on YouTube media (Dwiaryanti, 2018). Through good characterizations or characters who can become idols among children. As mentioned earlier, children are excellent imitators, so it is effortless for them to imitate exemplary attitudes through folklore, fairy tales, and fables (Nurapriani et al., 2019). This media is often referred to as digital storytelling. Children accompanied by their parents will find it very easy to access these rich stories with exemplary values that children can imitate (Golann, 2017). These two domains can be developed well through YouTube, where children are invited to watch English-language stories on YouTube full of character values (Halimah et al., 2020). It would be even more interesting if this digital storytelling were packaged in the form of a puppet show. Puppet show (Wayang performances) are one of the indigenous cultures of the Indonesian people. In contemporary times, this puppet show may be considered ancient. Sometimes children are less interested in Wayang performances in real life, which are still very traditional. Nevertheless, even so, the puppet show is, in fact, a show. Of course, the purpose of a show is to entertain so that the audience will be interested. It would be bizarre if the puppet shows did not appeal to children. Thus, there must be a little adapted to today's children.

Previous research conducted by Hermayawati (2019) used the blended learning method, which uses the internet media, especially YouTube, to assess Wayang Orang groups used as English learning media, especially in the writing aspect applying self-assessment in it. The goal is to improve the ability of self-writing aspects by knowing the weaknesses of students themselves. In addition, this is an effort to utilize and cultivate the preservation of local wisdom, namely wayang orang in the Yogyakarta area. In line with this, research conducted by Cahyono (2017) explained that illustrated animated stories displayed on YouTube, such as wayang are indeed fascinating and full of character values. Likewise, the community service carried out by Fajri & Hestaliana (2019) implemented puppets for kindergarten teachers. Because in the puppet show, which is in the form of hero narratives full of moral values. This shows that the learning media that uses wayang is very suitable in cultivating character and introducing English.

Paying attention to previous research, researchers are interested in researching Students of Early Childhood Education Teacher Education, Sekolah Tinggi Agama Hindu Negeri Mpu Kuturan Singaraja, who are very interested in developing English learning while simultaneously instilling these character values through wayang performances on YouTube media. Students who carry out Perspective Teacher Program or Program Pengalaman Lapangan (PPL) choose YouTube as a medium for learning English for children. Children are expected to speak English and have character according to noble attitudes and behavior to their respective regions. This regional attitude is essential to maintain the children's identity as their identity in diversity (Dewi et al., 2019). Therefore, this PPL student chose stories of
local Balinese heroism as stories or plays for wayang performances that were displayed on YouTube media. The local Balinese heroes referred to here are the heroes of the struggle of the Balinese people, both during the kingdom era such as Kebo Iwa, I Gusti Ketut Jelantik, Ki Panji Sakti, Sagung Wah, Nyoman Gempol, and Dewa Agung Jambe. Likewise, Balinese heroes who fought during the independence period, such as I Gusti Ngurah Rai, I Gusti Ketut Pudja, and I Gusti Putu Wisnu. The obstacles faced are, of course, stories about these characters that are very difficult to find. Therefore, the stories obtained are limited to word of mouth, which requires improvisation by the storyteller. This is the biggest challenge for PPL students of the State College of Hindu Religion Mpu Kuturan Singaraja in carrying out English language learning using the wayang performance method via YouTube media.

However, whether the learning of English, which is designed and carried out by PPL students, successfully influences children to be more enthusiastic and motivated and can instill the values of character education that influence and influence the social functions. This is what is explored further in this research. In this study, the researcher wanted to know the extent to which the effectiveness of English learning with the digital storytelling model in this wayang performance was able to be effective and motivate children to learn English and imitate the attitudes of local Balinese heroes. The study used English Language Learning Media through narrative texts or stories or storytelling to children. Furthermore, theories on English learning regarding Story Telling are used combined with learning theories using YouTube video content. In addition, to find out more about Character Building, use the Local Wisdom and Character Education theory, especially Balinese Culture.

This study aims to analyze Balinese local heroes' effect into puppets show on Youtube as ELT media for building students' character. The writer uses the theory of English learning media through narrative text using YouTube media. It is coupled with the theory of motivation that affects learning English for children.

Materials and Methods

The research design used in this study is qualitative research. Qualitative research focuses on investigating the quality of relationships, activities, sites, and materials (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2008). This research is a qualitative descriptive study in which the setting, place, condition, and situation are direct data, and the researcher has a central role as a key to all existing instruments (Key Instrument) (Gerring, 2007). Furthermore, this qualitative descriptive research is very suitable for investigating certain people, events, groups of people, and institutions.

In this study, the authors analyzed the influence of Balinese Local Heroes Transformed into Puppet Show on YouTube as ELT Media Building Students' Character by PAUD Perspective Teacher in STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja. The data used are the results of interviews with children, parents, and PPL students. In addition, a questionnaire was also distributed via Google form to find out the children's attitudes, whether learning using digital storytelling was effective in motivating students or not. This questionnaire also aims to determine the value of character education that can influence and what social functions affect changes in children's attitudes (Asadullina et al., 2020).

Researchers analyzed data obtained from interviews (interview guide) and questionnaires distributed through the WhatsApp group of parents of children/students. This questionnaire was created using the Google Form application, which was created and validated by experts. All instruments used in this research are appropriate and appropriate instruments for conducting qualitative descriptive research methods. Indeed, to achieve research objectives like this must be assisted by instruments in observing and obtaining data (Heigham & Croker, 2009; Hung et al., 2018). To get the right and appropriate data, reliable and valid data must be obtained. The data obtained must be cross-checked and repeated to
find valid data that is often referred to as Data Triangulation (Flick, 2018; Moleong, 2013; Noble & Heale, 2019). Campbell and Fiske add that triangulation is an approach or way to obtain accurate data using different data collection strategies or combinations (Roulston, 2018). In addition, trustworthiness data is also carried out in this study, focusing on four aspects: data, data transcription, data collection techniques, and findings.

Data analysis was carried out based on the Miles-Huberman approach, which consists of three concepts, namely data reduction, which has been carried out directly at the time of data collection, second is the presentation of data (Data Display), and verification of conclusion drawings (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Renz et al., 2019; Sugiyono, 2019). This analytical approach is an activity that is directly involved in the investigation process. Once the data is obtained, it will be directly analyzed as a form of the investigation process. Analyzing the data is carried out interactively and simultaneously until all problems in this research are answered, or a solution is obtained. Data reduction is made very carefully where only the necessary data is taken according to the problem research. The data in question follows the spirit of Balinese Local Heroes Transformed into Puppet Show on YouTube as ELT Media Building Students’ Character by PAUD Perspective Teacher in STAHN Mpu Kuturan Singaraja in the data will be discarded or, in other words, discarded.

Results and Discussion
Findings
This research lasted for three months, and during those three months, it was found that the learning of English for PAUD by STAHN Mpu Kuturan students ran smoothly. Thus, three results and discussions were carried out at this stage by the research problem that was determined previously.

Student and Parents’ Feedback
Learning using YouTube media in the form of puppet shows is very influential on children. The effect in question is that children are more enthusiastic about participating in learning English via YouTube. This learning can motivate children to take this English class. The following is a questionnaire filled out by children and parents regarding the influence of the spirit of Balinese Local Heroes is affected or not to PAUD students.

Table 1. Student and Parents’ Feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>↔</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This puppets show are interesting</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children are passionate about learning</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children are able to recognize several vocabulary in English</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children like the puppets show</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children are able to understand stories in puppets performance</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children are able to understand the moral values of story</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children need parental guidance in this learning</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 above is a table based on feedback from students and parents regarding learning English through puppet performances about heroic stories through YouTube media. The data in table 1 is obtained by distributing questionnaires to children and parents after watching a puppet performance on YouTube media. In the table, it is known that this puppet show can attract the attention of students. This is indicated by the statements of students and parents who mostly agree that the puppet show is interesting. Furthermore, after confirmation from the interview data, it was found that the parents' statements stated that their children liked this show and were always enthusiastic about watching the shows on this YouTube media.

Character Values Found in the Puppets Show on YouTube

The second result is about character values grown through learning English through the storytelling method of this Wayang performance on YouTube. The results obtained are that six fundamental character values can be grown through puppet performances on YouTube. The six values are Willing to sacrifice, bravery, in defense of truth and justice, noble, responsible, and patriotic. These six values were obtained after going through collecting data through the interview method and distributing questionnaires via Google Form to PPL teachers and parents of students.

Before distributing the questionnaire, the authors conducted interviews with PPL teachers and parents about what character values can be cultivated in children through staging puppets on YouTube. Interview data shows that the values that can be collided are reduced to six values, such as Willing to sacrifice, bravery, in defense of truth and justice, noble, responsible, and patriotic. Then carried out questionnaires regarding the six values of character education to strengthen the data in answering this second research question. The following is a table regarding the character values grown through puppet performances about the local Balinese heroic spirit on YouTube.

### Table 2. Character Values that Built from the Show (Perspective Teachers and Parents’ Perception)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Perspective Teachers</th>
<th>Parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willing to sacrifice</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravery</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In defence of truth and justice</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriotic</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others Positive Values</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 2 above clearly shows the perceptions of PPL teachers and parents about the six values of character education that can be grown in children through puppet performances about the local Balinese heroism on YouTube. In these data, the patriotic score received a relatively large response, namely 100% from teachers and 98% from parents of students.

Social Function of the Character Values found on Puppets Show on YouTube

The social functions that arise from the values of character education that are grown are very influential in children's daily lives. The six values of character education above greatly influence children's attitudes and behavior. Indeed, it is no longer relevant to use weapons to repel invaders, but children must imitate the exemplary attitudes of heroism in the
puppet performance stories on the YouTube site as positive attitudes and behaviors. The value of this noble character education will be imitated by children under the environment and the challenges they will face later (Sulistiyanto et al., 2019; Swart et al., 2019).

Discussion
Spirit of Balinese Heroes Transformed into Puppet Show on YouTube affected the PAUD Students.

The Data shows that children are excited about this puppet show. Most of the students' parents stated that their children were always excited to watch this puppet show. The children are also able to recognize some simple English vocabulary and sentences used in this puppet show. This puppet show uses two languages, namely English and Indonesian, sometimes even using local languages when PPL teachers want to insert local terms in the show. The story in this puppet show is fascinating. Most students and parents agree that their children like these stories of local Balinese heroism. They were initially unfamiliar with the heroic characters in the puppet show stories, but they became very familiar with these characters after watching and receiving direct guidance from parents and PPL teachers.

Interviews with the students' parents showed that their children had a little difficulty understanding the storyline, but with the parents' guidance, this simple short story about the spirit of the local Balinese heroes could be understood and enjoyed every story they saw. The packaged stories are not too complex but are very simple so that children can still understand them. However, children still cannot understand complex stories. Indeed, the children still have to get much guidance from parents so that they can better understand the stories in this puppet show. Likewise, the moral message conveyed through the narrative story of the puppet show is quite difficult for children to understand. The message must be explained again by the PPL teacher and also explained by their parents. Apart from PPL teachers, parents also have an essential role in this learning. Parents cannot let their children take part in learning by watching performances of local Balinese heroic stories. Instead, they must always be accompanied by their parents.

Learning media is indeed a tool used by teachers to convey messages and information on the subject matter in the teaching and learning process so that learning is more exciting and stimulates student attention (Donohue, 2014; Mabruri et al., 2019). All the media have plus-minus in their function, but learning through audio-visual media tends to be more interesting than learning using other media (Parette & Blum, 2013; Purandina, 2020). Learning through audio-visual media can stimulate the senses of hearing and sight in absorbing messages contained in the media. Furthermore, using YouTube as a medium for learning English is exact and effective in conveying a message that the teacher wants to convey. YouTube is one of the most popular video-sharing websites on the internet today. Everyone children access this YouTube site every day. Therefore, it shows that YouTube media is very close to the daily life of students. YouTube is classified as audio-visual media that contains sound and images that can be seen and moved. So that learning via YouTube is undoubtedly very interesting for children (Yusuf, 2020). So that by using YouTube, children will tend to help display objects that are limited in space and time, such as very large or very small objects or a natural event that takes a long time, making it difficult for students to gain direct experience regarding this matter. In addition, learning English through storytelling methods for children is also very effective in developing children's English skills. The storytelling approach to learning is one of several suitable approaches for early childhood development (Morat et al., 2017). Apart from stories, it can also be done by using role-playing methods, arts and crafts, games, show and tell, and movements and songs. Learning that is carried out by telling the storytelling method about the local Balinese heroic spirit on YouTube includes a mixed approach, which combines the storytelling approach, role-playing,
show and tells, and movement and song. Furthermore, learning English with this storytelling method can introduce new vocabulary to children. The vocabulary is often repeated during the puppet show process so that children can understand different vocabulary with the context of events that occur in events in the story (Leong et al., 2019). So it can be said that overall, English learning through storytelling methods by uplifting the local Balinese heroic spirit through YouTube is effective for children.

**Character Values Affected in Building PAUD Students’ Characters**

This patriotic value is quite a lot found in this local Balinese heroic story. For example, when the hero is fighting against the invaders to defend his homeland. Patriotic is a character's attitude towards love for the homeland, so that it means to defend the homeland to death. The values of this patriotic character include other character attitudes such as discipline, willingness to sacrifice, and obedience to applicable rules. The second value is willing to sacrifice. The character value is an attitude of a character who strives for the interests of many people above their interests. Even someone with this attitude dared to sacrifice his life for the sake of his people and nation. This character value can be seen in every struggle made by heroic characters in the stories that are staged in the puppet show on the YouTube site. This character value is a positive character value that is very good for growing in children.

The third character value is bravery: the karate value on which every other character is based. Every individual needs this character attitude to encourage himself to take positive action. An individual with this courageous attitude must have a good soul and great self-confidence. However, it is still under the positive realm, not brave in the negative sense. Someone who has this attitude is good at facing every challenge, even the most difficult. In this heroic story, of course, this attitude is reflected in every local Balinese hero in his courage to make decisions and fight against the invaders. The fourth character value is in defense of truth and justice. Someone who has this character value will have an attitude that always defends the rights of the oppressed. In this case, the rights of the indigenous people who were colonized. These heroes tried to fight for the indigenous people who were oppressed and seized by the colonialists. This is certainly not fair for the indigenous people who own this homeland. Moreover, the colonizers arbitrarily treated the people like slaves. Therefore, these figures are championed by these figures. This value is very well instilled in children to have an attitude that always defends truth and justice.

The fifth character value is noble. This character value is undoubtedly the result of positive behavior that someone has done. A person can be said to be noble if someone has taken positive actions and has had a good impact on society. For example, helping the community from distress, and helping the community from injustice. A hero is certainly very noble because he has a patriotic spirit, nationalism, and high humanity and always sacrifices the wider community. The sixth character value is responsible. The disturbance is a character value reflected in the attitude of one's self-awareness of behavior that is done either intentionally or unintentionally. Responsibility comes from being willing from the bottom of the heart. This is reflected in the heroism attitude, the responsibility to defend his homeland and save his people from arbitrariness. The heroes in this puppet show are also mostly leaders who have the responsibility to defend their people. Other character values are obtained through interviews, but these have been reduced to these six main character values (Umaya et al., 2016; Wijayanti & Sulaksono, 2019).

**Social Function of the Character Values affected in Children’s Social Life**

For example, the value of willing to sacrifice character education will be very beneficial for children if the children can emulate this value. If children have behavioral
attitudes that reflect the value of willing to sacrifice, they will always be accustomed to fighting for the interests of many people or the public's interests above their interests. In a social environment where children grow up, they will be accustomed to socializing with family, friends, teachers, and the community by showing mutual assistance, always willing to sacrifice themselves or their belongings for the more important benefit of many people (Purandina & Winaya, 2020). In childhood, children can be guided to help each other, help unconditionally, and give or share what they have to help others who need help (Dahyat et al., 2020).

The value of bravery character education is suitable for children in terms of courage to face all challenges. Do not let children become a generation of weak cowards, easily influenced and weakened by those who want to take away the honor of themselves, their families, or the nation. A demanding generation who is always alert to every challenge and situation. Able to find a way out of every difficulty and always be responsive and comfortable with solving a problem. Children must be accustomed to engaging in challenging activities such as participating in competitions or competitions during this childhood—drawing, storytelling, coloring, and singing competitions (Tetep & Suparman, 2019). Mental children must always be trained, such as speaking in public and communicating with other people. The value of character education in defense of truth and justice is also outstanding in developing children's attitudes and behavior. Children will learn to recognize what is good and what is bad for many people. In addition, children can sort out what is called fair and what is justice for many people. This can be started from simple things related to obeying the rules and norms that apply in the family, school, and society. Children are also accustomed to respecting the rights of others and their obligations.

The value of noble has a social function as forming a noble soul, love for others. This value is also related to other positive character education values: being willing to sacrifice, helping each other, and being patriotic. At the age of this mistaken child can be grown by loving every living thing by protecting the environment, helping each other, and loving fellow human beings by making friends with anyone without discriminating against race, ethnicity, religion, and class. Furthermore, the value of responsibility is very beneficial for the development of children's behavior. With the value of this character education, children will be willing to try to do or complete what they have to do. For example, such as doing assignments given by the teacher, maintaining the body's cleanliness and environment, and trying to solve any challenges they have started. Children must be accustomed to a routine in carrying out daily activities to have the responsibility to do it and complete it.

The value of patriotic is closely related to loving the country and being proud of the place, the area where he originates. The qualities of loving the region must be cultivated to have a strong identity, a strong character regarding their origins. Mainly as Balinese, children must be accustomed to loving Balinese culture, getting to know hero figures from Bali, stories with Balinese themes so that children become proud to be Balinese, Indonesians who can socialize and compete in the international world.

**Conclusion**

Learning English using the storytelling method uses puppets to tell the spirit of local Balinese heroism to make children enthusiastic about learning, watching every show that is displayed. Children love the stories that are told at the show. Children can understand simple new words in English, understand stories, and understand the social values contained in each story that is displayed even though they still have to be accompanied or guided by their parents. Learning through storytelling with YouTube media is also the right choice to stimulate children to be excited about learning because it is fascinating and able to stimulate the senses of sight and hearing through moving images and music.
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